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The high-temperature-precipitation behavior of a typical powder-metallurgy, gamma-gamma-
prime, nickel-base superalloy (LSHR) was determined and used to develop and validate a
quantitative fast-acting model. To this end, a series of experiments comprising supersolvus
solution treatment followed by continuous cooling at rates typical of those experienced during
the manufacture of full-scale components was conducted for LSHR. The nucleation and growth
of secondary-gamma-prime precipitates were deduced via metallography on samples water
quenched at various temperatures during the cooling cycle. Further insight on nucleation and
the extent of retained supersaturation during cooling was obtained from in situ synchrotron
(X-ray diffraction) experiments involving cooling of LSHR samples at identical rates with or
without a hold time at an intermediate temperature. The observations were interpreted using a
fast-acting (spreadsheet) model which incorporated the important aspects of classical, homo-
geneous-nucleation theory and growth by bulk diffusion. In this regard, particular attention was
paid to the determination of model input parameters such as the composition, free energy of
formation, and surface energy of precipitates, and an effective diffusivity; the values so deter-
mined contrasted with those from existing thermodynamic and diffusion databases. It was
demonstrated that fast-acting-model calculations based on a nickel-chromium pseudo-binary
system gave good agreement with measurements of the evolution of precipitate volume fraction,
number density, and size during continuous cooling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

COMMERCIAL nickel-base (gamma/gamma-prime)
superalloys comprise a class of material for which the
understanding and control of precipitation behavior is
extremely important. The size and volume fraction of
gamma-prime precipitates play a key role in controlling
strength, fatigue, and other properties.[1–3]

Typically, the final heat treatment of components
made from gamma/gamma-prime superalloys includes a
solution treatment in the single-phase-gamma field or
high in the two-phase, gamma-plus-gamma-prime field,
followed by cooling at a rate which is determined by the
cooling/quenching medium, the size of the part, and the
location within in the part. The cooling rates that are
imparted within the bulk (i.e., away from the free
surface which is removed by machining) are usually of
the order of 10 to 200 K/min (10 to 200 �C/min).
Following cool-down, an isothermal aging treatment at

a temperature approximately 50 K to 200 K (50 �C to
200 �C) above the service temperature is common.
For ingot-metallurgy alloys having relatively-low

amounts of gamma prime in the fully-hardened state,
the formation of precipitates can be avoided during
cooling from the solution-treatment temperature. Precip-
itation hardening then relies on afinal aging treatment. By
contrast, more-highly-alloyed, powder-metallurgy (PM)
superalloys often decompose during cooling. This precip-
itation usually occurs in several ‘‘bursts’’. At relatively
small undercooling relative to the gamma prime solvus,
secondary gamma prime (so-called to differentiate it from
the coarse, primary gamma-prime dispersion developed
during subsolvus extrusion or isothermal forging) nucle-
ates over a relatively narrow temperature interval.During
continued cooling, the secondary gamma prime grows via
diffusion to a size typically in the range of 100 to 500 nm.
At temperatures several hundred kelvins below the
solvus, diffusional growth becomes sluggish, matrix
supersaturation increases again, and additional bursts
of gamma-prime precipitates, referred to as tertiary (with
a size of approximately 10 to 50 nm) and quatary (~3 to
10 nm in diameter) are formed.
Because of its importance with regard to the strength-

ening of metallic materials such as nickel-base superal-
loys, the modeling of precipitation reactions has
received considerable attention in the literature. The
phenomenon is frequently described in terms of nucle-
ation, growth, and coarsening processes.[4,5]
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For the case of homogeneous nucleation of spherical
precipitates, the analysis is usually based on the deter-
mination of the critical radius of a stable cluster of
precipitate atoms in terms of the balance between the
reduction in volumetric (chemical) free energy (DG*)
and the increase in matrix-precipitate surface energy (r)
and elastic strain energy (DGp).

[4,6–12] The rate of
nucleation (J) is then given by the product of (1) the
concentration of embryos per unit volume (from statis-
tical mechanics), (2) the rate of addition of atoms to
embryos to make them into critical size, (3) a term
(Zeldovich factor) which accounts for the loss of critical
nuclei when atomic fluctuations drop selected particles
below critical size, and (4) an exponential term (~incu-
bation factor) quantifying transient phenomena prior to
achievement of steady-state conditions. The simple
theory reveals that J is a very strong function of both
r and DG* due to the presence in the resulting equation
of an exponential term whose argument includes r3 in
the numerator and DG*2 in the denominator.

Precipitate growth is often found to be controlled by
bulk diffusion through the matrix. A variety of solutions
of the diffusion equation have been developed for this
problem, each of which typically indicates that the rate
of growth is a function of the instantaneous precipitate
radius and the diffusivity and supersaturation of the
diffusing solute(s).[4] These solutions include the so-
called constant radius solution (suitable for a vanish-
ingly-small supersaturation) and the exact solution of
Carslaw and Jaeger[13] and Aaron, et al.[14] Irrespective
of the specific solution, the overlapping of the concen-
tration gradients around neighboring precipitates (‘‘soft
impingement’’) must be taken into account for accurate
predictions.

The increase in the average size of a dispersion of
precipitates (i.e., coarsening) can be controlled by bulk
diffusion or an interface reaction. In such cases, the
work of Lifshitz, Slyosov, and Wagner (‘‘LSW’’)[4,5,15,16]

often forms the basis of theoretical treatments. Strictly
applicable for an infinitesimal volume fraction of
precipitates in a two-component system, these analyses
have been extended to treat multi-component systems
with a finite volume fraction of precipitates which are
not terminal solid solutions.[17–24]

The nucleation, growth, and coarsening of precipi-
tates usually do not occur sequentially but often
overlap. The degree of overlap depends on the instan-
taneous size of the precipitates and level of matrix
supersaturation, among other factors. When supersatu-
rations are high, nucleation and growth dominate
reaction kinetics. At low supersaturations, growth and
coarsening are typically rate limiting. Such interplay has
been studied both experimentally[25–29] and analyti-
cally.[30,31]

Various aspects of the nucleation, growth, and coars-
ening of model gamma-gamma-prime systems, usually
with 2, 3, or 4 components heat treated under isothermal
conditions, have been investigated.[25,26,28,29,32] A modest
amount of research for commercial gamma/gamma-prime
PM superalloys has examined the phenomenology and
modeling of precipitation during continuous cooling
following solution treatment.[33–39]

Despite the substantial contributions of previous
research in delineating the broad aspects of precipitation
during cooling of multi-component commercial alloys, it
is difficult to assess the quantitative validity of modeling
approaches. This difficulty arises partly because of the
limited amount of experimental data with which the
models have been validated; in most cases, precipitate
size and/or volume fractions only at the end of the
cooling cycle have been determined. Secondly, the
accuracy of model input parameters for the commercial
alloys (e.g., DG* and diffusivity) has not been fully
addressed. For example, the detailed work of Campbell
et al.[40] showed errors of approximately one order of
magnitude when comparing the measured effective
interdiffusion coefficients for Al, Cr, Nb, Ti, and W in
the commercial PM superalloy Rene 88 with predictions
from a mobility database. It is with these challenges in
mind that the present work was undertaken. The specific
objectives were threefold: (1) to develop an experimental
database of observations of precipitation behavior
during cooling (including size, volume fraction, and
number density) for a typical PM superalloy, (2) develop
and validate simple methods to determine the input
material data for precipitation modeling, and (3)
develop and validate a ‘‘fast-acting’’ spreadsheet
approach that would enable a rapid means of predicting
the important characteristics of the precipitate structure
that evolves during cooling following solution treat-
ment. The present paper delineates the research con-
ducted to accomplish these goals. In particular, a suite
of critical experiments and accompanying model devel-
opment for the high-temperature (secondary-gamma-
prime) precipitation burst in the PM superalloy LSHR
are summarized herein. In the future, additional ongo-
ing work focusing on the lower-temperature precipita-
tion behavior in this same alloy will be summarized.

II. MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURES

A. Material

The PM superalloy LSHR (denoting ‘‘low-solvus,
high refractory’’), a material typical of multi-component
gamma/gamma-prime superalloys used for high-temper-
ature disk applications, was used to establish the details
of on-cooling precipitation behavior and to develop and
validate a corresponding fast-acting model. Originally
developed by NASA, LSHR provides an attractive
balance of properties at the bore and rim of disks that
have been subjected to a graded-microstructure heat
treatment in which only the component rim is exposed
above the solvus temperature to promote local growth
of the gamma grains.[41,42]

The as-received material consisted of 230-mm-diam-
eter extruded billet produced by Special Metals (Prince-
ton, KY). This was the same material as that used in
three previous investigations of the thermomechanical
processing of LSHR.[43–45] Its composition is given in
Table I; its processing history is summarized in detail in
the previous papers. In brief, the microstructure of the
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as-received LSHR comprised a fine, micro-duplex struc-
ture of gamma grains and gamma-prime precipitates,
each of whose average diameter was ~2 lm, and
~0.33 vol pct of uniformly-distributed carbide/boride
particles with an average diameter of 315 nm. The
gamma-prime solvus, Tc¢, was 1430 K (1157 �C).

B. Experimental Procedures

Two sets of heat-treatment experiments were per-
formed to document the precipitation kinetics during
continuous cooling of the LSHR program alloy. One set
was done in a conventional laboratory environment,
and the other in a high-energy, X-ray diffraction
(synchrotron) facility.

1. Laboratory experiments
For the laboratory experiments, a series of bars, each

measuring 10-mm diameter 9 90-mm length, was ex-
tracted from the as-received billet via electric-discharge
machining (EDM) followed by lathe turning to remove
the recast layer. A small hole was drilled to the bar axis
(at the mid-length position) into which a type-K ther-
mocouple was inserted for temperature control. Individ-
ual bars were then heated via induction to a supersolvus
temperature of 1463 K (1190 �C), soaked for 20 minutes
to dissolve the gamma prime and homogenize the
chemistry throughout the gamma grains (whose average
diameter had grown to ~20 lm), cooled at a rate of 11 or
139 K/min (11 or 139 �C/min), and then water quenched
at a predetermined temperature within the range of
1089 K to 1411 K (816 �C to 1138 �C). The chosen
cooling rates bracket those typically experienced during
heat treatment and minimize the tendency for quench
cracking of full-scale components.

Following heat treatment, each bar was sectioned at
the thermocouple location and prepared using standard
metallographic procedures. Prior to imaging, samples
were ion milled in a NOVA dual-beam, focused ion
beam/scanning electron microscope (FIB/SEM) manu-
factured by FEI (Hillsboro, OR) to remove residual
surface damage. For this purpose FIB milling was done
in two stages, first with a high beam current (5000 pA)
and then with a low beam current (500 pA). Intragran-
ular precipitate structures were characterized using
secondary-electron imaging (SEI) in an FEI Sirion
SEM equipped with a field-emission gun. Approximately
20 images at magnifications between 5K and 50K were
taken for each set of heat-treatment parameters. The test
samples also exhibited precipitates at the gamma grain
boundaries. Their overall volume fraction was small (less
than 10 pct.). Because the focus of the present work was

intragranular precipitation, the nature of the grain-
boundary precipitates is not reported herein.
For each set of test conditions, the intragranular

precipitate area fraction, size, and number density were
determined via two methods that gave similar results,
i.e., (1) hand-painting followed by automated image
analysis using FoveaPro� software (Reindeer Graphics,
Ashville, NC) and (2) a manual technique. The latter
method consisted of point counting to determine the
precipitate area fraction, f, and the determination of the
number of precipitates per unit area (NA). From these
quantities, the average 2D circle-equivalent diameter
(CED) of the precipitates was estimated.
The experimental error in the two-dimensional (2D)

measurements comprised approximately ±0.02 for the
area fraction and ±5 or ±10 pct of the reported values
for the average precipitate size and number per unit area,
respectively. The confounding influence of 2D measure-
ments to quantify the complex three-dimensional (3D)
precipitate morphologies developed under slower-cool-
ing-rate conditions is described in Section IV–D.
The 2D precipitate measurements were converted to

3D quantities via standard stereological procedures[47,48]

to enable comparisons with model predictions. The
volume fraction was taken to be equal to the 2D area
fraction. To enable conversion of 2D sizes and number
density, the precipitates were assumed to be mono-sized
as an approximation. For spherical particles, for exam-
ple, the average 3D diameter was taken to be equal to
the CED times a factor of 1.225. For cuboidal particles
of edge length a (in 3D), the average 2D intercept area
was taken to be equal to 2a2/3,[47] thus yielding a 3D
diameter of 1.345 times CED for the sphere of equiv-
alent volume to that of the cuboid. The number of
precipitates per unit volume (NV) was determined from
the following expression:

NV ¼ ðK=bÞ � NAð Þ3=2= fð Þ1=2 ½1�

in which K denotes the size distribution coefficient
(estimated to be 1.1 in the present work), and b is a shape
coefficient (equal to 1.38 or 1.84 for spherical or cuboidal
precipitates, respectively). The average diameters of the
equivalent spherical particles calculated from the 2D
CED and the conversion factors of 1.225 or 1.345, which
are reported in Section IV, were approximately 5 pct
higher than those determined from the measured area/
volume fraction and number per unit volume.

2. Synchrotron experiments
In-situ, X-ray-diffraction (XRD) experiments were

conducted at the A2 beamline of the Cornell high-energy

Table I. Composition (Atomic Percent) of Program Material

Co Cr Al Ti Mo W Nb Ta C B Ni

LSHR 20.1 13.7 7.61 4.18 1.64 1.35 0.93 0.49 0.218 0.142 Bal.
c¢ in LSHR* 11.2 2.11 12.0 7.86 0.75 1.24 1.61 0.96 — — Bal.

*Determined via phase extraction.[46]
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synchrotron source (CHESS) to provide further details on
precipitation kinetics during cooling. For this purpose,
sheet-like samples measuring 12.7 9 152 9 1 mm were
prepared by EDM of strips from the LSHR billet,
followed by surface grinding. Prior to testing, each
sample was mounted in a quartz tube (through which
high-purity argon was passed) that was situated within a
custom-built, indirect-resistance furnace containing holes
for passage of the incident and diffracted X-ray beams.
For most of the tests, preheating and cooling parameters
were identical to those summarized in Section II–B–1 on
the laboratory experiments. Additional trials were con-
ducted to estimate the approximate degree of supersatu-
ration retained during cooling. For these experiments,
samples were supersolvus preheated, soaked, continu-
ously cooled to 1340 K (1067 �C), and then held for
30 minutes to determine changes in the X-ray signal
which would be indicative of the change in precipitate
volume fraction. During all experiments, XRD data were
collected using a GE 41RT amorphous-silicon detector
(manufactured by GE Healthcare). The (100) peak of the
gamma-prime phase was used to delineate nucleation-
and-growth behavior and the retained supersaturation.
Further details on experimental procedures and an in-
depth summary of the in situXRDresults are contained in
a companion paper.[49]

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The principal results of this work comprised SEM
observations of the precipitates developed during con-
tinuous cooling following supersolvus solution treat-
ment, quantitative measurements of the precipitate area
fraction, average size, and number density, and in situ
XRD measurements of the evolution of the gamma-
prime phase.

A. Precipitation Observations

SEM SEI characterization revealed a noticeable
dependence of intragranular precipitate formation on
cooling rate and interrupted-cooling quench tempera-
ture Tq (Figures 1, 2 for a cooling rate of 139 K/min
(139 �C/min) and Figure 3 for a cooling rate of
11 K/min (11 �C/min)).

Focusing first on the results for the faster cooling rate
(Figures 1, 2), samples water quenched from the solu-
tion temperature of 1463 K (1190 �C) (e.g., Figure 1(a))
exhibited a uniform distribution of extremely-fine
gamma-prime precipitates whose area fraction was high.
This observation suggested that the cooling rate asso-
ciated with water quenching per se was not high enough
to eliminate the formation of fine precipitates at low
temperatures due to the high supersaturation which was
developed. A sample which was supersolvus solution
treated, cooled at 139 K/min (139 �C/min), and water
quenched upon reaching a temperature lying ~20 K
(20 �C) below the solvus (i.e., 1411 K, or 1138 �C)
showed a very similar microstructure (Figure 1(b)).
Thus, it may be surmised that the associated undercooling
had not produced precipitate nucleation at that

temperature. By contrast, an undercooling of ~40 K
(~40 �C) led to a modest volume fraction of approx-
imately spheroidal (secondary-gamma-prime) precipi-
tates that were considerably coarser than those
produced in water-quenched samples that had been
solution treated or solution treated and given a small
undercooling (Figure 1(c) vs (a), (b)). At yet larger
levels of undercooling, the size and area fraction of
the precipitates increased, but their approximately
spheroidal shape did not undergo major changes
(Figures 1(d), 2).
The microstructures developed in samples that were

solution treated and then cooled at the slower rate
(11 K/min, or 11 �C/min) were qualitatively similar, but
showed some noticeable differences (Figure 3). As for
the faster cooling rate, precipitate nucleation during
slower cooling was absent at an undercooling of ~20 K
(20 �C) (not shown), but was evident for an undercooling
of ~40 K (40 �C) (Figure 3(a)). The precipitates formed
at the 40 K (40 �C) undercooling tended to be notice-
ably cuboidal in 2D sections. In samples cooled further
(i.e., to 1366 K, or 1093 �C), a number of the cuboidal
particles appeared to have experienced classical
morphological instability[50] during their growth as
indicated by matrix-precipitate interface waviness and/
or the formation of dendritic-like features (sometimes
denoted as ‘‘cauliflower’’ in shape); examples are indi-
cated by the arrows in Figure 3(b). Such features appear
to be analogous to irregularities observed in 3D by
MacSleyne et al.[51]

With further cooling at the slower rate, the secondary-
gamma-prime precipitates grew substantially larger
(Figures 3(c) through (f)). Because of the coarseness
and irregular precipitate shape that appeared to develop,
it was difficult to determine from the 2D observations
whether collections of discrete adjacent particles were
actually associated with one or several precipitates or if
precipitate impingement and coalescence had occurred.
These possibilities are now being investigated via an
automated serial-sectioning technique. Despite such
difficulties, higher magnification secondary-electron
images did show that tertiary gamma-prime precipitates
had formed by the time a temperature of 1089 K
(816 �C) had been reached (Figure 3(f)).

B. Quantitative Precipitate Data

The intragranular, secondary gamma-prime precipi-
tation results illustrated by the micrographs in Figures 1
to 3 were quantified in terms of area fraction, 2D circle-
equivalent diameter (CED), and number per unit area
(Figure 4).
The dependence of area fraction on instantaneous

temperature was similar for both cooling rates (Fig-
ure 4(a)). The area fraction grew very rapidly at high
temperatures and much more slowly as the temperature
decreased. This trend followed approximately the equi-
librium solvus-approach curve based on experimental
data which is cross-plotted in the figure. At a temper-
ature of ~1200 K (~927 �C), the data started to diverge
from the solvus-approach curve. This behavior sug-
gested limited further growth of the secondary gamma-
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prime precipitates. As will be discussed in Section IV,
this restrained growth can be rationalized in terms of the
reduced diffusivity and large radius of secondary-
gamma-prime particles at lower temperatures and the
depletion of matrix supersaturation by the nucleation of
tertiary gamma-prime precipitates.

The diameter and number density measurements for
the secondary-gamma-prime precipitates (Figures 4(b),
(c)) mirrored the area-fraction trends. In particular, the
average CED indicated rapid growth at high tempera-
tures and then slow or negligible particle growth with
decreasing temperature. Furthermore, the fact that the
number density changed little with decreasing temper-
ature below ~1385 K (~1112 �C) suggested that nucle-
ation occurred over a relatively-narrow temperature
range between this temperature and the solvus, and,
hence, the increase in area fraction with decreasing
temperature resulted primarily from particle growth
rather than additional nucleation. More quantitative
interpretation of these results in terms of the 3D size of

the precipitates and number per unit volume is given in
Section IV.

C. In-Situ XRD Observations

Additional information on the temperature at which
gamma prime nucleated during cooling and the level of
retained supersaturation was gleaned from the in situ
XRD measurements (Figure 5). Based on the initial rise
in the intensity of the (100) peak of the gamma-prime
phase (relative to the background intensity), nucleation
of a measurable fraction of gamma prime occurred at
1403.5 K (1130.5 �C) (Figure 5(a)). This value is essen-
tially identical to that determined by a mechanical-
testing method[52] in which an observed (discontinuous)
jump in flow stress during concurrent plastic straining
and cooling (at identical rates to those used in the
present work) was taken to be indicative of the onset of
nucleation. It is also of interest to note that the present
determination is only ~5 K (~5 �C) higher than the

Tq = 1463 K

1 μm 

Tq = 1389 K

1 μm 

Tq = 1411 K

1 μm 

Tq = 1366 K

1 μm 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1—Micrographs of gamma-prime precipitates formed in LSHR samples that were (a) solution-treated at 1463 K (1190 �C) and then water
quenched or (b through d) solution treated, cooled at 139 K/min (139 �C/min), and water quenched at various temperatures Tq lying approxi-
mately 20 K to 65 K (20 �C to 65 �C) below the gamma-prime solvus.
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values determined by single-sensor differential thermal
analysis (SSDTA) for much higher cooling rates (i.e.,
~3600 K/min, or 3600 �C/min).[38]

Synchrotron experiments comprising continuous
cooling with a 30-minute hold at 1340 K (1067 �C)
suggested that a measurable supersaturation was re-
tained during the cooling cycle. Specifically, for a
cooling rate of 11 K/min (11 �C/min), the approximate
difference in the volume fraction of gamma-prime
precipitate just prior to and at the end of the hold
period was ~6 pct of the latter (assumed equilibrium)
amount (Figure 5(b)).

The application of the XRD data for model develop-
ment and validation is described in Section IV.

IV. PRECIPITATION MODELING

The experimental observations were used to develop
and validate a fast-acting model to describe intragran-
ular precipitation in gamma/gamma prime superalloys
during continuous cooling. In the following sub-sections,

the rudiments of the model formulation, methods used to
obtain the input material properties for the model, the
simulation approach, and model validation via compar-
ison to experimental measurements are described.

A. Model Formulation

The model formulation was based on classical rela-
tions for the rate of homogeneous nucleation, diffu-
sional growth, and static coarsening.

1. Nucleation rate
The rate of nucleation of precipitates, J, was given by

the following equation[4,12,26]:

J ¼ 2CD

a4o

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

r
kBT

r

� exp � 4prr�2
3kBT

� �

� expð�s=tÞ

¼ Jo expð�s=tÞ;
½2�

in which C denotes the solute content in the matrix
expressed as an atomic fraction, D is the solute

Tq = 1172 K

1 μm

Tq = 1089 K

1 μm

Tq = 1311 K

1 μm

Tq = 1255 K

1 μm
(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2—Micrographs of gamma-prime precipitates formed in LSHR samples that were solution treated, cooled at 139 K/min (139 �C/min), and
water quenched at various temperatures Tq lying approximately 120 K to 340 K (120 �C to 340 �C) below the gamma-prime solvus.
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diffusivity in the matrix phase, ao is the average lattice
parameter of the matrix and precipitate phases (taken
to be 0.356 nm), r is the matrix-precipitate surface

energy, kB is Boltzmann’s constant (1.3806 JK�1), T is
temperature in kelvins, and t is time. The critical
radius of the precipitate, r*, is related to r, the chemical

Tq = 1389 K

1 μm 

Tq = 1366 K

1 μm 

Tq = 1089 K

1 μm 

Tq = 1311 K

1 μm 

Tq = 1227 K

1 μm 

Tq = 1089 K

200 nm

(b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(a)

Fig. 3—Micrographs of gamma-prime precipitates formed in LSHR samples that were solution treated, cooled at 11 K/min (11 �C/min), and
water quenched at various temperatures Tq lying approximately 40 K to 340 K (40 �C to 340 �C) below the gamma-prime solvus.
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free energy of transformation, DG*, and the elastic strain
energy, DGp, associated with the difference in lattice
parameters of the matrix and precipitate phases, i.e.,

r� ¼ 2r
DG� þ DGp

: ½3�

The nucleation rate J in Eq. [2] is related to the
steady-state nucleation rate Jo through the term
exp(�s/t), which describes the initial nucleation tran-
sient during which a metastable distribution of embryos
with sub-critical radii are formed. The so-called incu-
bation time constant s in this exponential term is given
by the relation[26,53]:

s ¼ pRTr�3
96VMDr

; ½4�

in which R is the gas constant, and VM is the molar
volume of the precipitate.

Strictly speaking, Eqs. [2] through [4] apply to nucleation
in two-component alloys. In the present work, methods and

assumptions utilized to determine effective values for
coefficients such as C, D, and DG* of multi-component
alloys for use in the nucleation (as well as growth and
coarsening) relations are described in Section IV–B.

2. Diffusional growth
The precipitates were assumed to be spherical of

radius r with their growth controlled by diffusion. The
‘‘exact’’ solution of the diffusion equation[13,14] for the
rate of growth in the presence of a finite matrix
supersaturation was used, i.e.,

dr/dt ¼ 2k2D/r; ½5�

in which k2 is related to the supersaturation X by the
following expression:

fk2 expðk2Þg � ½ ðexpð�k2ÞÞ� ðkp1=2erfcðkÞÞ� ¼ X=2: ½6�

The supersaturation X had its usual definition, i.e.,

X ¼ Cm� Cið Þ= Cp� Ci

� �

: ½7�

Here, Cm, Ci, and Cp represent the compositions of
the matrix far from the matrix-particle interface, the
matrix at the matrix-particle interface, and the particle
at the matrix-particle interface, respectively. The cor-
rection to the equilibrium (r = ¥) interface composi-
tion, Ci, due to the Gibbs-Thompson effect was
quantified using the following expression[54]:
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CiðrÞ ¼ Ciðr ¼ 1Þ 1þ 2ð1� CmÞrVM

ðCp � CmÞRTr

� �

: ½8�

The effect of soft impingement on the ‘far-field’
matrix composition Cm was taken into account using
the usual approximation derived from a mass bal-
ance[55]:

Cm ¼ Co� fCp

� �

= 1 � fð Þ; ½9�

in which Co and f denote the overall alloy composition
and the volume fraction of the precipitate. In the present
work, it was assumed that the composition of the
gamma-prime precipitate was constant and equal to the
average value determined by phase extraction (Table I).

3. Coarsening
The tendency for measurable coarsening of the

secondary gamma-prime precipitates was small due to
retained supersaturation during continuous cooling and
the narrow particle size distribution developed during
nucleation. Nevertheless, the specific rate of increase of
the average precipitate size was assessed using the
modified LSW theory (15, 16, 21) embodied by the
following equations:

�r3 � �r3o ¼ KMLSWt ½10�

and KMLSW ¼
8wð/ÞDrCcð1� CcÞVM

9RT(Cc0 � CcÞ2½1þ @lnv=@lnCc�
: ½11�

In Eq. [10], �r and �ro represent the average instanta-
neous and initial particle radii. In the expression for the
modified LSW rate constant, KMLSW, terms not
previously defined include w(/), the factor to correct
for the finite volume fraction of particles,[17–20] and Cc

and Cc¢, the equilibrium concentrations of the rate-
limiting solute in the matrix and precipitate, respec-
tively. The bracketed term in the denominator of
Eq. [11] is the thermodynamic factor in which v denotes
the activity coefficient for the rate-limiting solute in the
gamma matrix.

B. Input Data for Model

The input data for modeling precipitation in LSHR
consistedof themolar volume (VM), the solute composition
in the matrix (C), DG*, DGp, r, and D. The molar volume
was determined to be 7.22 9 10�6 m3 from the gram-
atomic weight of the secondary gamma prime in LSHR
(58 g) and its approximate density (8.03 9 103 kg/m3).

For LSHR, the total solute content during solution
treatment in the single-phase gamma field is ~0.5. As
suggested by the results in Section III (which were
mirrored by model simulations in Section IV–C), the
majority of the secondary-gamma-prime nuclei formed
during a short time interval during which the matrix
composition underwent little change. Hence, it was
assumed that the value of C in Eq. [2] remained
constant. However, the sensitivity of the predicted

number of nuclei to the specific value of C was assessed
and is summarized in Section IV–D.
The determination of the other input parameters was

somewhat more difficult, and their derivation is there-
fore discussed individually in the following sub-sections.

1. DG*
Two different methods were used to determine the

chemical free energy change associated with the forma-
tion of gamma prime from a supersaturated gamma
matrix, i.e., DG*. One was based on measurements of
the specific heat and knowledge of the equilibrium
solvus temperature; the other involved a thermodynamic
calculation based on a pseudo-binary of nickel and
chromium.
The first technique focused on DG* for the matrix

composition pertaining to the (supersolvus) solution
temperature, i.e., the overall alloy composition. The
enthalpy (DHavg) and entropy (DSavg) of formation (per
mol) were assumed to be constant, and thus DG* varied
linearly with temperature

DG� ðc! c0Þ ¼ DHavg � TDSavg: ½12�

The enthalpy of formation was determined by inte-
grating ‘‘adjusted’’ values of measured specific heat
CP

[56] over the transformation range (~1410 K fi
1144 K, or 1137 �C fi 871 �C) for a sample which had
been cooled at a rate of 20 K/min (20 �C/min) following
supersolvus solution treatment (Figure 6(a)). The
adjustment factor consisted of a ‘‘baseline’’ connecting
the low and high temperature regimes in which essen-
tially no transformation had occurred. Knowledge of
the fraction transformed (f = 0.42) gave the desired
quantity:

DHavg ¼
Z

CPdT

� �

=0:42 ¼ 7205 J/mol: ½13�

At the gamma-prime solvus (1430 K, or 1157 �C), the
value of DG* is equal to zero. From Eq. [12], DSavg was
thus found to be 5.04 J/molK. For matrix compositions
Cm not equal to that pertaining to the composition
during supersolvus solution treatment, the value of DG*
was estimated by correlating it to the instantaneous
value of Cm � Ce, in which Ce denotes the equilibrium
matrix composition.
The second approach used to quantify DG* was based

on the following expression from solution thermody-
namics[4]:

DG�ðc! c0Þ ¼ � ðCc0 � CcÞRT lnðCc=CmÞ
ð1� CcÞ½1þ @ ln v=@ lnCc�

; ½14�

in which all of the terms were defined in Section
IV–A. Values of DG* as a function of temperature
were calculated from Eq. [14] for a series of pseudo-
binary alloys of nickel and the solutes in LSHR
(Table I). Initial calculations assumed that the matrix
solute composition (Cm) was equivalent to that for a
supersolvus solution treatment and the (equilibrium)
gamma-prime-precipitate composition (Cc¢) was constant
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(per the values in Table I). The equilibrium solute com-
position in the matrix was determined from the precipi-
tate composition and the equilibrium volume fraction of
gamma-prime per the solvus approach curve (f(T)) for
LSHR (Figure 6(b)), which had been determined via
quantitative metallography on samples that were isother-
mally forged and/or heat treated for long times. To
simplify these calculations, the f(T) measurements
were fitted to an analytical expression suggested by
Payton,[57] i.e.,

f ¼ �
4C� 1� exp Q

R

T�Tc0
T�Tc0

� �h i� �

1� 4C� exp Q

R
T�Tc0

T�Tc0

� �	 
 : ½15�

Here, C* denotes the atomic fraction of gamma-prime
formers in the alloy (~0.535 for LSHR), and Q is a
fitting parameter (=60 kJ/mol) (Figure 6(b)).

The thermodynamic factor for chromium in LSHR
was estimated to be 1.2;[58] this factor for the other
solutes lay in the range between 1 and 2. Calculations
based on Eq. [14] for the various solutes revealed that

the Ni-Cr pseudo-binary gave the largest absolute value
of DG*, being a factor of two or more greater than that
for other solutes. This observation is largely a result of
the much greater partitioning of this alloying element
between the matrix and precipitate phases for LSHR.
Hence, it was assumed that a Ni-Cr pseudo-binary
approach was most appropriate for modeling DG*.
Comparison of the values of DG* (for a supersatu-

rated matrix of the supersolvus-solutioned composition)
obtained by the two different approaches revealed
excellent agreement (Figure 6(c)). However, such values
differed somewhat from that derived from a Calphad
approach for the same matrix composition.[59]

Because of its relative simplicity and ease of applica-
tion for arbitrary matrix compositions, Eq. [14] was
used for the majority of the nucleation calculations.

2. DGp

As a first approximation, the value DGp was taken to
be small relative to that of DG* and neglected in the
present work. This assumption was based on the work
of Booth-Morrison et al.[60] for a ternary Ni-Cr-Al alloy
(with levels of chromium and aluminum similar to that
in LSHR), which exhibited negligible misfit. Even with a
lattice-parameter misfit of ~0.2 pct., DGp would be of
the order of 7 J/mol due to the mitigating influence of
low shear (and bulk) moduli of LSHR at 1400 K
(1127 �C).[56] Such a value is more than an order of
magnitude smaller than the values of DG* for temper-
atures at which secondary gamma-prime nucleation
occurs in LSHR. The measurement of the high-temper-
ature lattice parameters of the free-standing gamma and
gamma-prime phases in this alloy is needed, however, to
verify the applicability of this assumption.

3. Surface energy, r
The choice of surface energy was based on the

temperature at which noticeable nucleation occurred,
i.e., 1403.5 K (1130.5 �C). Using an approach similar to
that suggested by Doherty,[4] the surface energy was
chosen to produce a value of Jo (per Eq. [2] with a
diffusivity selected per the discussion in Section IV–B–3)
of 1/lm3s (1018/m3s) at this temperature (Figure 7). The
surface energy so deduced was 23 mJ/m2. Because of its
exponential dependence on r3, the use of a different
value for the ‘critical’ value of J would have led to only a
small difference in the choice of r. For example, if the
critical J were chosen to be 0.1/lm3s, the surface energy
would have been 24 mJ/m2 per the plot in Figure 7.
The value of r found in the present work is almost

identical to that deduced by Sudbrack et al.[29] for a
ternary Ni-Al-Cr alloy with levels of aluminum and
chromium similar to those in LSHR. By contrast, the
present value is considerably lower than the value
quoted by Olson et al.[38] for LSHR, i.e., 31.5 mJ/m2.
Perhaps, such a difference can be rationalized in the
context of values of DG* which may have been high in
the earlier prior work.

4. Diffusivity, D
The diffusivity plays a very important role in the

precipitation process through its effect on particle
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growth, which, in turn, affects the rate of depletion of
the matrix supersaturation controlling nucleation
behavior. Because alloying elements such as Al and Ti
partition in a sense opposite to that of Cr in the gamma
and gamma-prime phases and the presence of finite off-
diagonal terms in the diffusivity matrix, the development
of a concentration gradient for one alloying element
may noticeably retard the overall diffusion of another.
For example, Al and Cr in a nickel solid solution have a
positive interaction such that Al can diffuse down a
chromium concentration gradient.[61–63] Thus, as a
gamma-prime precipitate grows, the rate of diffusion
of a given element to or away from the particle may be
mitigated somewhat by its tendency to diffuse down the
concentration gradient of a different alloying element.

Because of the complexity of the diffusion problem
for multi-component superalloys such as LSHR, the
present analysis focused on the determination of an
effective diffusivity for the alloying element whose
behavior appeared to be rate limiting and to which the
simple (pseudo-binary) diffusion analysis implied in
Eq. [5] could be applied. For LSHR, the work of
Campbell et al.[40] suggested that Cr was rate limiting.
Therefore, the diffusivity as a function of temperature
was taken equal to the product of the diffusivity of Cr in
nickel[64] (which yielded principally the activation
energy/temperature dependence) and a fitting factor,
A, to account for the interaction of the various solutes in
LSHR, i.e.,

Deff m2=s
� �

¼ A � DB

¼ A � 0:00036 exp �34; 278=T Kð Þð Þ:
½16�

The magnitude of A in Eq. [16] was estimated from
the static-coarsening data of Gabb et al.[46] In this prior
work, samples of various gamma/gamma prime super-
alloys were isothermally heat treated at various temper-
atures for times ranging from 0 to 1000 hours. For
example, for the heat treatment of LSHR at 1363 K
(1093 �C), the 2D coarsening rate constant was deter-
mined to be 9.81 9 10�8 lm3/s. Using a stereological
correction factor of 1.225 or 1.167 (i.e., 5 pct. less per
the discussion at the end of Section II–B–1), the
corresponding 3D coarsening rate constant was thus
between 1.56 and 1.80 9 10�7 lm3/s.
Theoretical predictions of the coarsening rate con-

stant for LSHR at 1366 K (1093 �C) were obtained by
applying Eq. [11] for each of the substitutional solutes in
LSHR (Table II). Initial calculations assumed the dif-
fusivity given by Eq. [16] with A = 0.25 and the specific
thermodynamic factor pertaining to Cr as being appli-
cable for all of the solutes. Using the values for the
various concentration terms given in the table, it was
found that the predicted coarsening rate constant for Cr
(column 4) was quite similar to the measurement; the
predicted coarsening rate constants for the other solutes
were a factor of two or more greater. As shown in
column 7 of Table II, a similar conclusion was drawn
when the diffusivities of the various solutes were taken
to be in the ratios (relative to that of Cr) suggested by
the work of Campbell et al.,[40] and the pertinent
thermodynamic factors for each element were used in
the calculations. To a first order, therefore, it can be
surmised that the diffusion of Cr (with A = 0.25 in
Eq. [16]) is rate limiting with regard to processes such as
coarsening (and growth) of precipitates.
Kuehmann and Voorhees[24] demonstrated that rap-

idly-diffusing solutes can also affect the coarsening rate
and related diffusional processes for ternary alloys. For
multi-component alloys, their work suggests that an
effective rate constant (Keff) equal to the inverse of the
sum of the inverse rate constants for the individual
solutes can be defined, i.e.,

1

Keff
¼ 1

K1
þ 1

K2
þ 1

K3
þ � � � ½17�

Such an approach would result in a value of A in
Eq. [16] of 0.4, rather than 0.25. Thus, most of the
calculations in Section IV–C made use of A = 0.25 or

Table II. Calculations for Coarsening Rate Constant K (lm3/s) at T = 1366 K (1093 �C)*

Element Cc Cc¢ 107 9 K** D/DCr TF 107 9 K

Cr 0.1651 0.0211 1.51 1.00 1.26 1.51
Al 0.0655 0.120 4.82 3.07 2.5 7.71
Ti 0.0329 0.0786 3.56 2.33 1.97 5.54
Co 0.2226 0.112 3.32 4.90 0.93 19.5
Mo 0.0186 0.0075 34.9 1.88 0.96 8.75
Nb 0.0077 0.0161 24.9 2.14 1.25 5.82
Ta 0.0038 0.0096 25.7 — 1.2 —
W 0.0138 0.0124 1703 1.57 1.14 2678

*f = 0.195, r = 23 mJ/m2, f(/) = 1.9,[19,20] VM = 7.22 9 10�6 m3/mol.
**Based on D = DCr = 1.138 9 10�15 m2/s and thermodynamic factor, TF = TFCr = 1.2 for all alloying elements.
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0.40, with selected calculations done with A = 0.5 and
1.0 to test the sensitivity of model predictions to the
specific choice of Deff.

C. Simulation Approach

The model formulation and input data summarized in
Sections IV–A and IV–B, respectively, were incorpo-
rated into a ‘‘fast-acting’’ Excel-spreadsheet analysis of
intragranular, secondary gamma-prime precipitation
during continuous cooling. The numerical approach
was analogous to that originally proposed by Kamp-
mann and Wagner[31] in that steps of nucleation
followed by growth were used to populate a series of
bins of precipitates of different sizes. The number of bins
required was relatively small (typically 4 to 8) due to the
fact that the high-temperature nucleation events took
place over a very narrow temperature/time interval
during which the supersaturation dropped enough to
preclude formation of additional precipitates; diffu-
sional growth of the precipitates predominated at longer
times.

For most of the simulations, the time increments used
for the nucleation event were in the range of 0.4 to 0.8 or
1.5 to 3 seconds for the faster and slower cooling rates,
i.e., 139 K/min and 11 K/min (139 �C/min and 11 �C/
min), respectively. Simulations with shorter or longer
nucleation time intervals (giving rise to different num-
bers of bins) showed essentially no difference in pre-
dicted results. The diffusion process between nucleation
events was discretized into 0.01 or 0.02 second intervals
(for the faster and slower cooling rates) to capture the
initially-rapid growth of the nanometer-scale critical
nuclei at high temperatures. Following the completion
of nucleation, the time increment for the diffusion
simulations was gradually increased with falling tem-
perature to a maximum of 0.05 second for the faster
cooling rate and 1 second for the slower rate.

Several features were included in the simulations to
simplify the solution procedure. First, the material
coefficients for LSHR were such that the incubation
time s (Eq. [4]) was quite small, e.g., 0.018 seconds at
1403 K (1130 �C), relative to the time interval over
which nucleation occurred. Thus, nucleation was
assumed to proceed at the calculated steady-state rate
(Jo) for all times. Second, the relation between X and 2k2

was fit to a sixth-order polynomial to avoid the solution
of Eq. [6] for each step in the diffusional-growth
calculation.

The increase in average size of the secondary gamma-
prime precipitates due to coarsening was estimated to be
small for the times involved in the cooling process, and
was neglected.

D. Simulation Results and Comparison to Measurements

Spreadsheet simulations of the precipitation of sec-
ondary gamma prime in LSHR were performed for the
purpose of model validation (via comparison with the
experimental measurements) and model-input-parame-
ter sensitivity analysis. From a broad perspective, the
simulation results provided insight into the competition

between nucleation and growth which gives rise to a
large number fraction of fine particles for faster cooling
rates and a smaller number fraction of coarse particles
for slower cooling rates.
The comparison of simulation predictions (based on

D = 0.25 DB and D = 0.4 DB) to experimental data
for the cooling rate of 139 K/min (139 �C/min) showed
very good agreement (Figure 8). For example, the
predicted volume fraction dependence on temperature,
which varied less than 1 pct for the two values of D, was
within several volume percent of the measurements
(Figure 8a). The difference is likely due to the tendency
for measurements using SEM micrographs to be slightly
on the high side due to the finite depth of penetration of
the electron beam, thus leading to an oversampling of
the precipitate phase.
Measurements of the 3D average precipitate size and

number per unit volume for the fast cooling rate were
well bounded by the simulation predictions for the two
values of D (Figures 8(b), (c)). In particular, the good
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agreement for the number density provided a particu-
larly good validation of the way the model (and
accompanying numerical simulations) treat the coupled
nucleation and growth phenomena.

A comparison of simulation predictions and measure-
ments for the slower cooling rate (i.e., 11 K/min, or
11�C/min) showed approximate agreement, but some
significant deviations (Figure 9). As for the faster cooling
rate, the volume-fraction dependence on temperature
was reasonably well-replicated (Figure 9(a)). By con-
trast, predictions of the average 3D size showed approx-
imate agreement at high temperatures, but an increasing
divergence at lower temperatures (Figure 9(b)). Part of
the difference may lie with the inability of 2D measure-
ments to capture the irregular, 3D shape of the precip-
itates which had undergone morphological instability at
relatively small further undercooling following nucle-
ation and initial growth (Figure 3(b)).[51] For example,
depending on the sectioning plane and the actual shape

of the precipitate, a 2D image could reveal several
discrete particles which are actually from the same entity
in 3D. Such an effect would tend to produce measured
average sizes which are on the low side. With regard to
the predictions, the diffusion analysis assumed mono-
sized spherical particles whose growth would tend to be
higher than that associated with cuboidal or irregularly-
shaped lenticular precipitates.[65]

Although within a factor of approximately three, the
predicted low number density of precipitates in com-
parison to the measurements for the slower cooling rate
(Figure 9(c)) mirrors the differences and has the same
sources as those associated with the average size. That is
to say, the over-prediction of size is related to the under-
prediction of number per unit volume for a given overall
volume fraction.
Additional simulations of the experimental heat treat-

ments indicated that different time steps during the
nucleation interval and hence different numbers of bins
(between 4 and 8) had little effect on the predictions.
Several other comparisons with experimental obser-

vations were used to validate the simulation approach.
First, model predictions at 1340 K (1067 �C) of the
difference between the instantaneous volume fraction of
gamma-prime precipitate developed during cooling at
11 K/min (11 �C/min) and the equilibrium amount
(Figure 10(a)) (i.e., ~5.5 pct.) showed excellent agree-
ment with that deduced from synchrotron data (Fig-
ure 5(b)). Second, simulations for the slower cooling
rate indicated that the diffusional growth of the second-
ary gamma-prime precipitates was fast enough to retard
the development of a high-enough supersaturation to
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nucleate additional (tertiary) precipitates until a tem-
perature of approximately 1180 K (907 �C) (Fig-
ure 10(b)). This finding is in broad agreement with
observations such as those shown in Figures 3(d), (e),
(f), and is discussed in greater detail in a forthcoming
paper on low-temperature precipitation behavior.

The large difference in average precipitate size and
number density for the two cooling rates can be
rationalized on the basis of the competition between
nucleation and growth. In particular, the reduced
diffusional growth of newly-nucleated precipitates for
the faster cooling rate enables the development of higher
supersaturations and hence higher nucleation rates with
decreasing temperature. For the present set of experi-
ments, simulation predictions indicate that the peak
nucleation rate for the faster cooling rate was approx-
imately two orders of magnitude higher than that for the
slower cooling rate (Figure 11). Even though the time
interval over which high-rate nucleation occurs for the
faster cooling rate is only one-third that for the slower
cooling rate, the high Jo for the former cooling rate more

than compensates and thus leads to a ~20-fold increase
in overall precipitate number density.
In concert with the narrow temperature and time

interval over which nucleation occurs, the simulations
yielded predictions of relatively-narrow particle size
distributions for the secondary gamma-prime precipi-
tates. For example, for D = 0.25 DB and T = 1250 K
(977 �C), the range of predicted particle sizes with a
volume fraction greater than 0.002 was 108 to 127 nm
for the faster cooling rate and 392 to 426 nm for the
slower cooling rate. Hence, the assumption of a mono-
size distribution utilized in converting experimental (2D)
data to 3D was reasonable to a first approximation.

E. Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis illustrated the relative importance
of various material coefficients on simulation results. As
examples, predictions of the volumetric number density
and average 3D diameter of secondary gamma-prime
precipitates formed upon reaching a temperature of
1389 K (1116 �C), which is below the temperature
interval during which nucleation occurs, are summa-
rized in Table III. First, the choice of the value of ‘‘C’’,
the matrix solute concentration in Eq. [2], which may be
problematical for multi-component systems, was inves-
tigated. Irrespective of cooling rate, the simulations
revealed that C equal to 0.25, 0.5, or even the physically-
unrealistic value of 1.0 yielded very similar results. This
finding can be rationalized on the basis of the need to
nucleate a certain number of particles (which grow at
similar rates despite the temporal shift in their forma-
tion) to reduce the matrix supersaturation.
Most importantly, the simulation results in Table III

demonstrated the major influence of the effective diffu-
sivity (Deff) on simulation predictions. Specifically, a
doubling of Deff was predicted to decrease the number
density by approximately two-thirds and increase the
size by ~40 pct. Hence, factors that influence the
diffusivity (e.g., nucleation temperature, concurrent
deformation, etc.) will have a substantial effect on the
precipitate structure.

Table III. Sensitivity-Analysis for Spreadsheet Simulation of Precipitation in LSHR in Terms of Predictions
at 1389 K (1116 �C)*

Cooling Rate,
K/min (�C/min) D/DB 2C

With Gibbs-Thompson Correction Without Gibbs-Thompson Correction

# Ppts/lm3 Avg Ppt Dia (nm) # Ppts/lm3 Avg Ppt Dia (nm)

139 (139) 0.25 1.0 420 80 264 91
139 (139) 0.25 0.5 402 81 259 91
139 (139) 0.25 2.0 436 80 274 90
139 (139) 0.5 1.0 143 116 93 132
139 (139) 0.5 0.5 138 117 111 126
139 (139) 1.0 1.0 49.9 165 37 179
11 (11) 0.25 1.0 9.76 288 8.43 301
11 (11) 0.25 0.5 8.55 303 8.36 303
11 (11) 0.25 2.0 10.9 279 9.31 292
11 (11) 0.5 1.0 4.50 377 4.01 390
11 (11) 0.5 0.5 3.89 394 3.75 401
11 (11) 1.0 1.0 2.67 454 0.97 621

*In all cases, r = 23 mJ/m2; DB = diffusivity of chromium in nickel.
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Fig. 11—Simulation predictions of the steady-state nucleation rate
Jo as a function of time for LSHR samples which were supersolvus
solution treated and then cooled at two different rates. The abscissa
is plotted relative to the time at which Jo was predicted to be a max-
imum.
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The effect of the Gibbs-Thompson (G-T) correction
for the matrix composition adjacent to the precipitate
on precipitation behavior was also quantified by the
sensitivity analysis (Table III). Not surprisingly, neglect
of the G-T effect resulted in predictions of larger particle
sizes and reduced number densities. Such trends can be
rationalized on the basis of predicted more rapid initial
growth of the nanometer scale nuclei which depletes
matrix supersaturation more quickly than when the G-T
correction is included.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A series of laboratory (interrupted-cooling) and in situ
(synchrotron) experiments was performed to provide
insight into the kinetics of nucleation and growth of the
high-temperature (secondary gamma-prime) precipitates
in a typical PM superalloy, LSHR, during cooling at 139
or 11 K/min (139 or 11 �C/min) following supersolvus
solution treatment. From this work, the following
conclusions were drawn:

1. Nucleation occurs at a relatively small undercooling
(~30 K, or 30 �C) which shows negligible depen-
dence on cooling rate for the parameters investi-
gated. However, the number density of precipitate
particles which are formed is a strong function of
cooling rate due to its effect on diffusional growth
which serves to deplete the matrix supersaturation
necessary to drive nucleation. Hence, faster cooling
rates generate a large number of fine precipitates,
and slower cooling rates generate a smaller number
of coarser precipitates.

2. Following nucleation, secondary gamma-prime par-
ticles grow in an approximately spheroidal fashion
for faster cooling rates, but exhibit a morphological
instability for the larger sizes developed at the
slower cooling rate. Such shapes complicate the
quantification of precipitate characteristics via 2D
metallography in slow-cooled samples.

3. Input parameters for the simulation of precipitation
in gamma/gamma prime superalloys can be readily
determined from measurements of the on-cooling
specific heat as a function of temperature and the
equilibrium solvus temperature (DG*), the average
composition of the precipitate phase and equilib-
rium solvus-approach curve (DG*), the temperature
at the onset of nucleation (r), and static-coarsening
measurements (effective diffusivity, Deff). The pres-
ent results suggest that the Ni-Cr pseudo-binary can
be used as a surrogate to quantify the rate-limiting
phenomena controlling precipitation in multi-com-
ponent alloys such as LSHR.

4. A simple, fast-acting spreadsheet analysis can be
used to simulate the discrete nucleation and growth
events during precipitation of secondary gamma
prime and thus provide quantitative estimates of
the volume fraction, average size (and approximate
size distribution), and number density as a function
of cooling rate. The simulations reveal the great
importance of Deff with regard to its direct effect on

particle growth and indirect influence on particle
nucleation due to the rate at which matrix supersat-
uration is depleted during growth. The analysis can
also be used to determine the conditions under
which lower-temperature (tertiary) gamma prime
precipitates are likely to form.
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